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We evaluate the performance of common substitution matrices with respect to structural similarities.
For this purpose, we apply an all-versus-all pairwise sequence alignment on the ASTRAL40 [7]
dataset, consisting of 7290 entries with a pairwise sequence identity of at most 40%. Afterwards, we
compare the 100 highest scoring sequence alignments to their corresponding structural alignments,
which we obtain from our structure alignment database. Our database consists of about 18.6 million
pairwise entries. We calculated these alignments by applying the current version of GANGSTA [1],
our non-sequential structural alignment tool, on about 26 million pairs. The results illustrate the
difficulty of homology based protein structure prediction in cases of low sequence similarity. Further,
the large fraction of structurally similar proteins in the ASTRAL40 dataset is quantitatively
measured. Thereby, this investigation yields a new perspective on the topic of sequence and structure
relation. Hence, our finding is a large-scale quality measure for any sequence based method, which
aims to detect structural similarities.
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1.

Introduction

Protein sequence alignment plays a key role in the investigation of protein functionality
[4, 12]. The protein sequence determines the structure and through it the protein’s
function. Similar sequences often share similar structures. However, the opposite is not
the case since similar structures can be encoded by dissimilar sequences [11].
Shakhnovich et al. analysed this issue in terms of a “free energy landscape” in sequence
space. During evolution of a protein sequence, amino acid residues are deleted, inserted
or replaced by others. This process of sequence altering can lead to cross “barriers” and
to seed new local minima in sequence space. In some cases the new minima correspond
to similar structures, which are conservative with respect to the protein’s function. Here,
the mutations in sequence do not cause an unsatisfactory structural change at functionally
relevant protein sites. Hence, the structural conservation for specific sites is higher than
the sequential conservation. These properties of sequence and structure coherence can
lead to difficulties in the application of common sequence alignment methods. Current
strategies are based on substitution matrices, which are applied for measuring sequence
similarities [8, 9]. However, the most common substitution matrices like PAM (point
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accepted mutations) [2] and BLOSUM (blocks substitution matrix) [3] are based on
preliminary sequence alignments of mainly similar protein sequence sections. Therefore,
they are biased towards sequentially conserved regions. Despite these difficulties, many
protein structure prediction methods apply a preliminary homology search in sequence
databases [13]. In general, this process consists of four steps. First, the sequence
homologue for a known sequence but unknown structure is searched. Then, both
sequences are aligned. Afterwards, the backbone positions of the known structure are
transferred to the other, based on the residue pairing on sequence level. Finally, the
sidechains are added to the model. Certainly, this is a very effective and promising
approach in case of high sequence similarity. Unfortunately, this search for structural
properties based on sequence analysis becomes questionable when applied on distantly
related sequences.
Sauder et al. performed an analysis with the structural alignment tool CE [9], the
sequence alignment tool BLAST [8] and others. The quality of these methods on
distantly related sequences is not known, yet [13]. In contrast to the current work, they
measured the sequence alignment performance on sequence, instead of structure level.
Further, the employed dataset was smaller. Sitbon et al. also applied an integrated
analysis on sequence and structure information to determine the conservation of residues
with respect to secondary structure elements. They found that helices and turns are
underrepresented in conserved regions, in contrast to sheets, which are overrepresented.
With respect to loops, they detected similar amounts in conserved and unconserved
regions [4]. Further, Domingues et al. set up a benchmark protocol for sequence
alignment algorithms with respect to threading. Thereby, they differ between local and
global sequence alignment approaches. They claim that the alignments constructed with a
combination of sequence alignment, atom pair interactions and protein solvent
interactions are the most accurate. They evaluated the alignment quality by comparing
the residue pairings between structure and sequence alignment results. Thereby, the local
and global alignments performed quite similar. Additionally, they claim that the amount
of incorrectly aligned residues with respect to the structural alignments is high for all
algorithms [12].
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of common substitution matrices in
detecting structural similarities. Therefore, we employ the ASTRAL40 dataset. The set
consists of 7290 protein chains, which share less than 40% sequence identity. The
sequences and the structures are available online [6]. In a first step, we align the
sequences of each ASTRAL40 entry on the complete sequence set with FASTA [7].
Thereby, we retrieve the list of the 100 highest ranked protein pairs for each entry (as
SCOP 1.69 codes [6]). Then, we select the corresponding structural scores (SC) of these
pairs from our structure alignment database (SD). This procedure is applied in
combination with BLOSUM50, BLOSUM62 and PAM120. The resulting structural
scores (SC) are plotted in Fig. 6. Additionally, the 100 highest structural scores (SC) for
each ASTRAL40 entry are selected from our structure alignment database and plotted as
reference, respectively as upper performance limit. Since, our structure alignment method
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is able to detect non-sequential similarities between two protein structures we
additionally plotted the sequential structure alignments separately.
2.

Methods

2.1. Sequence alignment
Currently, the most popular sequence alignment tools are FASTA [7] and BLAST [8].
Both employ a set of substitution matrices to score the sequence alignment results. The
most commonly used matrices are PAM and BLOSUM. Both matrix types are calculated
on the basis of prior gapless sequence alignments. Initially the observed substitution
frequencies qij are obtained by counting all of the aligned amino acid pairs ij. Further, the
occurrence frequency pi of each amino acid i is calculated. Finally, the log-odds ratio of
the substitution frequencies against the background distribution of the amino acids is
evaluated for each pair. The score sij is then written as

sij = (ln

qij
)/λ
pipj

(1)

with lambda [5] the scaling parameter. This procedure yields a symmetrical 20x20
substitution matrix. Sequence alignments are scored as summation of the sij values,
corresponding to the aligned amino acid pairs ij. Since the scores employ a logarithmic
scale, this is equivalent to the multiplication of amino acid occurrence probabilities
against the background distribution under the independence assumption [5].

2.2. Structure alignment scoring
The basis of the structure alignment evaluation is the structure alignment score (SAS),
which has been proposed by Kolodny et al. [10]. This score weights the RMSD of the Calpha atoms by the number of structurally aligned residues Naligned (see equation 2).

SAS =

RMSD ∗100
Naligned

(2)

Linear scaling yields the structural score (SC), which we define in this investigation
to evaluate the structural similarity between two proteins. The structural score is defined
as

SC = 100 – 2 * SAS

(3)
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Fig. 1. The plot shows the range of structural scores (SC) as function of RMSD and the number of aligned
residues (structural scoring scheme).

Fig. 1 shows the range of the structural score versus the RMSD and the amount of
aligned residues.
2.3. Structure alignment database
Setting up the structure alignment database (SD) involved the evaluation of all
ASTRAL40 (7290 entries) pairs, which leads to about 26 million structural alignments.
These have been calculated with our non-sequential structure alignment method based on
maximizing the GANGSTA score [1]. In contrast to sequence alignment methods the
structural alignment does not incorporate amino acid identities, but crystallographic
protein details. Our method is designed to ignore the sequential order of secondary
structure elements in protein chains. Additionally, the method ensures that alignments are
always topologically correct, such that only secondary structure elements of the same
type are aligned on each other. Thereby, we attempt to capture the biologically relevant
similarities between two proteins more accurately.
After evaluation, we kept the highest scoring alignment of each pair with a structural
score (SC) above 30 and at least 50% of the secondary structure elements in the smaller
of both proteins aligned. This amounts to about 18.6 million protein pairs. From them,
about 450.000 pairs have a structural score above 90 (SC). Thus on average, each
ASTRAL40 entry shares very high structural similarities with about 60 other proteins.
About 7.15 million pairs score above 80 (SC), which indicates significant structural
similarities between each ASTRAL40 entry and 980 other proteins in average (about
13% of the ASTRAL40 set). Fig. 2 shows the distribution of structural scores for the
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structure alignment database. About 7% (in total about 1.2 million) of all alignments are
sequential, such that the secondary structure elements are aligned in sequence direction.

Fig. 2. Structural score (SC) histogram in our structure alignment database (SD).

The highest scoring pairs are 1mdah (= SCOP code) with 2bbkh_ (SC = 0.99,
RMSD = 0.50 Å, Naligned = 337) in the sequential and 1fw8a_ with 1v6sa_ in the nonsequential entries (SC = 0.99, RMSD = 1.27 Å, Naligned = 323) (see Fig. 3). The highest
amount of residues has been aligned in sequence direction between 1ogya2 and 2napa2
(SC = 0.99, RMSD = 1.07 Å, Naligned = 512). Fig. 4 illustrates a case of non-sequential
alignment by 1erja_ and 1m1xa4 (SC = 0.98, RMSD = 1.59 Å, Naligned = 180). About
half of the secondary structure elements are aligned non-sequentially.

Fig. 3. Non-sequential alignment between 323 residues from 1fw8a_ and 1v6sa_ with a RMSD of 1.27Å. With
respect to sequence direction, the initial three secondary structure elements (SSE) of 1v6sa_ are aligned on the
last three elements of 1fw8a_. Secondary structure elements in dark, loops in light grey.
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Fig. 4. Non-sequential structure alignment between 1erja_ and 1m1xa4 with 180 residues at 1.59Å. About
half of the secondary structure elements are not aligned in sequence direction. Secondary structure elements in
dark, loops in light grey.

3.

Results

Initially, all-versus-all sequence alignments are performed on the ASTRAL40 dataset
with FASTA. The highest ranking 100 sequences are kept for each entry. This yields
7290 sets of 100 sequentially high scoring entry pairs (=< 729000). Then, we select the
structural scores (SC) for each of these pairs from our structure alignment database. Fig.
5 illustrates this data acquisition process and Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the
corresponding structural scores plotted for FASTA with BLOSUM50. This evaluation
has also been done with BLOSUM62 and PAM120. Since this gave almost identical
results, only the BLOSUM50 plot is shown. Additionally, we plotted the 100 highest
structural scores available for each entry from our database as reference. The reference
plot is an upper performance limit for the sequence alignment. Since, the secondary
structure elements can be disordered in terms of sequence direction (non-sequential
alignments), we plotted the highest structural scores of the in-sequential structural
alignment entries separately. The distribution of sequential entry scores has its mode at
85 (SC).
Most of the reference scores are above 80 (SC) and the mode (about 17%) is at about
92 (SC). As mentioned in section 2.3., this indicates significant structural similarities
among the ASTRAL40 entries. The sequence alignment with FASTA was able to
determine the structurally most similar protein pairs (SC >= 98). Furthermore, in most
of these cases the corresponding structure alignment is arranged in sequence direction,
more precisely these are sequential structure alignments (see dashed line in Fig. 6).
However, only a small fraction of protein pairs scores in the range between 93 and 98
(SC). The mode (~ 4%) of accepted scores is at about 81 (SC). Unfortunately, for about
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25% of the high ranking protein sequence pairs only very little structural similarity (SC <
30) could be detected by our structure alignment method.

Fig. 5. This figure illustrates the data acquisition process by usage of sequence (dark) and structure (light)
alignments. As result the structural score distributions, according to the structural alignment database (SD), are
plotted. Additionally, the sequential structure alignment entries are plotted separately.

Fig. 6. Structural score distribution for similar protein pairs with respect to sequence (dark) and structure (light).
The dashed line is related to the sequential structure alignments, in which the secondary structure elements of
two proteins are aligned in sequence direction.

4.

Discussion

The application of sequence alignment methods in protein science aims to reproduce
structural similarities. Therefore, structure alignment methods, incorporating
crystallographic details, are applied as a “gold standard” with respect to protein sequence
alignment methods [14]. Since in many cases no crystal structure is known, sequence
alignment is a promising and essential approach for the first step in protein structure
prediction.
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However, the results illustrate the difficulties of sequence alignment approaches in
cases of low sequence similarity to already known protein structures. The sequence
alignment method is able to reproduce the structurally most similar protein pairs, but in
25% of all high ranking FASTA results only very little structural similarity could be
detected. This is related to the simplification of the model, since the sequence alignment
method only incorporates the primary structure. Additionally, the sequence alignment
method employs substitution matrices, which are biased towards conserved sequence
segments. The structural alignment does not incorporate amino acid identities and the
ASTRAL40 consists of distantly related sequences only. However, we applied the
sequence alignment method only to produce pair lists of “similar” proteins. The
evaluation of the similarities proceeded without taking any further information from the
sequence alignment into account (e.g. score, residue assignment). Unfortunately, the
recognition performance of structural similarities is low.
The fraction of sequential with respect to the non-sequential entries is at only about
7% (see details in 2.3.). Therefore, further investigations must be done to accurately
measure the advantage of non-sequential versus sequential structure alignments.
However, the results indicate a qualitative and quantitative gain through the nonsequential structure alignment approach. A reason for this can be the biochemical process
of splicing. Furthermore, other genetic operations can reorder sequence segments [15].
Hence, our database incorporates relations between proteins and protein families, which
are less constrained by these processes. Evaluating these relations can be useful to detect
alternative structures and thereby support and improve protein structure prediction
methods. Further, the database can be applied as reference for other sequence based
approaches.
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